
caroline.lehni@etu.unistra.fr Bureau 418 Last class on April 27th. Oral exam (picture commentary
or short essay question) : 30 minute prep, 10 minute presentation, then questions Oral
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lesson) Getting familiar with the methodology of picture analysis Watching films (see filmography)
Watching pictures analyzed in class again Course on Moodle – Pwd : Belfast

Lesson * : General Introduction
LESSON 1: FROM DIVISIONS IN IRELAND TO A PARTITIONED ISLAND
Lesson 2 : ‘A protestant State for a Protestant People’ : NI , 1920-1963

The politics of
culture in divides
societies - The case
of Northern Ireland



Politics and Visual Culture Pharaohs: Pyramids was already a visual way to … success Louis
XIV  assert power and France’s supremacy Popular movt = express theirs goals and ideology
through Visual culture : ex US Civil Rights Movement (music and poetry) and the Black
Panthers (theater) ; May 68 in France or murals used by the Chicano Mov, also urging
political change in South Africa (post-apartheid period), in Palestine on sections of the Israel
west bank barrier. But we should not reduce arts, images to a political message. In specific
society: divided ones
Northern Ireland: Social Divisions and Conflict

Defining Northern Ireland: either part of the UK or defining it only in regard to Ireland. Politically,
it’s part of the UK but even British official documents tend to switch between “province”, “country”
or a “region” … Geographically, it is part of the island. Historically, both!

When was Northern Ireland created? The Partition happened through the Government of Ireland
Act 1920 that formally created Northern Ireland + Anglo-Irish Treaty, 1921. Established two
separate political entities:

The Irish Free State
The Province of Northern Ireland

Lesson * : General
Introduction
1) Object and objectives of
the course



Attempt at finding the least unsatisfactory way of solving the conflicting aspirations of the majority
in the south (independence) and the minority in the northern provinces that wanted to remain part
of the UK.

‘The troubles” (euphemistic appellation for the conflict to relativize the events)

Started in the late 1960s-early 1970s
Over 3, 500 people died
Peak in violence during the 1970s and 1980s

The Belfast Agreement (1998):

Referendum in Northern Ireland in 1998
Devolution and power-sharing introduced in Northern Ireland (but repeated suspensions of
the Northern Ireland Assembly until 2007)
Violence continued more sporadically into the 21st century

Two groups with competing national identities:

Unionists (word is not great): (majority in Northern Ireland) tend to see themselves as British
and want to remain part of the UK; mainly Protestant
Nationalists: view themselves as Irish and are in favour of a politically united Republic of
Ireland, or at least a stronger role for the Irish government in NI ; mainly catholic

NI is the place where both nations overlap. Conflicting rights to self-determination. Conflict was not
about religion, even though Protestant and Catholic as terms are gonna show up frequently.
Religion played a part in consolidating both parts. The two communities are more divided than just
by religion: in terms of economic and political power (basis for the strength and permanence of
this division). The religious divide came together with ??? NI is strongly divided. A fractured society:

An ethno-national conflict rather than a religious conflict

More catholic but still a majority that wants to remain in the UK BUT Brexit… so… its decreasing.

RepublicansLoyalists
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Naming places: a sign of cultural and political divisions

NI is sometimes also referred as Ulster, debate about Londonderry or Derry, the North of Ireland
and the 6 Counties…

Ulster is the one favoured by Unionist ; Nationalist refuse Ulster, because Partition doesn’t respect
the historical Ulster (underline that it’s Ulster minus 3 counties).

Northern Ireland: the Politics of Visual Culture

Murals (it’s a tradition, essentially in working class district in Belfast and Derry, but also in smaller
places). Very often use a political image. Now, reimaging initiatives to replace with more peaceful,
abstract or consensual imagery (but that is already political). Very often associate with loyalist bc



working class.

Films: a lot are close to a nationalist ideology; fewer are unionist or loyalist.
Architecture
Posters
Stamps
Press photographs
Postcards
Cartoons

We’re not going to focus on “fine arts” but more popular forms.

Raise questions of:

Identity
Ideology
Representations of the conflict Making sense of pictures by analyzing:
Iconography
Context(s)
Function(s)
Materiality



History is a very contentious matter. On a lot of figures or events there is no consensus. This
means that history is not restricted to one position. Michael Collins + The wind that shakes the
Valley  To watch

Conquest took place in different stages. It was a process. But before the process, what was Ireland
like before it ?

It was politically fragmented and divided into 7 different Kingdoms. Still there were many factors
of unity such a cultural trait.

Celtic population

LESSON 1: FROM DIVISIONS
IN IRELAND TO A
PARTITIONED ISLAND

1. The Historical Roots of
the Northern Irish Question
1.1. The Conquest of Ireland (12th
c.-Tudor age)
1.1.1. Ireland before the Conquest



Agrarian population, with just a few towns
Christian population

Saint Patrick, 428, to serve as a Bishop, and is remembered as the key figure in the
conversion of Ireland to Christianism. Even though there were already many Christians
before he came (historical myth).

A lot of monasteries: they played an important role in the…

Golden Age 7th-10th century: (see pictures: sculpture, architecture, manuscripts) 
Manuscripts with illuminations, ex: The Book of Kells, c. 800
Common let to manuscript and sculptures: interlace pattern; Celtic knot

-> Nationalists are now, reusing those very Irish elements from the MA (see pictures : “I love west
Belfast”…)

The Norman Conquest, 1169: use of the term “Norman” is a reference to the dynasty which had
come to rule in England following the Conquest of 1066 by Wilhelm the Conquerant (a Norman).
The Norman Conquest of England was very quick, massive. Different from the Norman Conquest of
Ireland, not complete, not passive but partial. The Norman influence over Ireland was not very
strong, and therefore began to decline quickly.

Two major Norman contributions:

The Irish Parliaments, 1927
The emergence of a mixed society: the Anglo-Irish coexisting with the Gaellic Irish (mixed
weddings  came to be called Anglo-Irish)

Limited English influence:

Restricted to the regions around Dublin “the Pale” (by the 15th c.)
Rebellious Ireland, and a lot of counterpowers to the English crown
Attempts to exert fuller control upon Ireland with the Poynings’ Law, 1494/ Irish parliament

1.1.2. The Anglo-Norman Conquest (12th
c.)



subordinated to the English one (no law can pass without the English parliament’s approval).

Complete conquest of Ireland under Henry VIII (1509-1547): much more systematic, more
organized

Henry declared King of Ireland by Irish Parliament (1541)
Anglicization of Irish society: generalizing of the English language, manners & customs,
dressing codes?

Imposition of a new religion

1534: Henry VIII splits with Rome (no longer recognize the authority of the Pope) bc he wanted to
remarry  schism with Rome and declared himself the supreme head of the Church of England
(1534) and head of the Anglican Church of Ireland (1536) A way of refusing any external authority
over internal affairs. He wasn’t really into religious matters. Male heir + financial objective.

Anglican Church becomes Protestant under Elizabeth I (1558-1603) : she played a very
important role in making the Anglican Church protestant, reaching a settlement of the
Protestantism and also transferring this reclamation to Ireland ; For her it was not simple,
but still much easier, than making it accepted in Ireland. She was confronted to an important
resistance
Resistant in Ireland from both the Anglo-Irish and the Gaelic Irish

=> Beginning of the plantation policy: (started with the Tudor, and continued with the 

Stuarts) Anglo-Irish and Gaelic groups resisting English rule were dispossessed of their 

land in favor of English settlers (loyal to the crown, protestant) -> huge impact on the 

political/economic/religious balance in Ireland

1.1.3. The Tudor Conquest (16th c.)

1.2. From Plantation to Penal
Laws: Building the Protestant



Dramatic change in land ownership:

1603 (last year of Elizabeth Ist): 90% of land owned by Catholics (Irish or Anglo-Irish/Old
English [depends on arrival]) despite the beginning of the Plantation policy

End of 17th c.: 20% of land owned by Catholics; 70% having been transferred to the Protestant
‘New English’ and Scots

In Ulster: particularly strong rebellion, was seen as the most difficult region to control… Following
an important defeat, many of the rebel’s leaders decided to flee Ulster  Ideal situation for the
English, easier to handle

The Flight of the Earls, 1609  power vacuum (none to inspire the rebels) and territory
available for new settlement (bc they were gone  reattributed to new settlers)

The plantation policy of the Stuarts:

Systematic policy
Targeted at Ulster  Catholic population dispossessed in favor of Protestant settlers from
Scotland or England (+ bc was the closest area + Encouragement (by the English state) for
new settlers to choose Ulster, it was important (bc of history) to see this area change sides).

When talking about Ireland, the Plantation policy lead to the emergence of sectarian tensions
between catholic and protestants (but the issue at stake doesn’t have to do with faith).

Tensions between Catholics and Protestants reached a peak in the 1640s:

Tensions between King Charles I and his Parliament: suspicious bc he wanted to rule like
absolutist Kings, without recognizing the traditional prerogatives of Parliaments + bc he was

Ascendency (17th – 18th century)
1.2.1. Plantation

1.2.2. Sectarian Tensions



thought to be a catholic 
Parliament was gaining more power and seemed ready to depose the King. Fears
among Irish Catholics, that if the King was deposed, this might result in the
introduction of very harsh policy against Catholics in Ireland

‘Catholic Army’: common insurrection of both native Irish chiefs and ‘Old English Chiefs’
coming together to oppose parliamentary forces and the possible csqes this could have on
Catholics -> defends rights
1641: Catholic rising in Portadown: Protestants massacred
English civil wars 1642-1649 (but it started before that in Ireland): defeat for the royalist.
Parliamentary forces had been led by …
Oliver Cromwell (English military and political leader) in Ireland from 1649; he was au Puritan
(form of Protestantism that’s “purer” that incorporated many aspects of Catholic in terms of
celebration) 

he led the army of Parliament against Charles I and made England a republic which he
ruled as Lord protector
importance of the Cromwell army in Ireland to try stop any risk from any royalists…

He landed in Ireland with the objective of restoring full control of Ireland + make sure there
wouldn’t be a revolution. He triumphed over the rebels and were accompanied by massacres
orchestred by his army.

1649: Massacre of Catholics in Drogheda (very often to referred to those massacres to
explain that the other side shouldn’t be trusted)
See pictures on the slide: dedicated to Cromwell, Catholicism represented as being political,
was painted in Shankill area of Belfast 2011. This was part of the renewal to have more
‘consensual’ no reference to contemporain para-military violence BUT comes back and
illustrate sectarian violence…So doesn’t really help the nearby community to change the
image… Since then was replaced
Cromwell continues to be remembered as an enemy of Catholics and in Northern Ireland a
champion of Protestant cause by protestant.

1.2.3. The Impact of the Glorious
Revolution upon Ireland (1688-1690)



Restoration of the monarchy, 1660
1685: Catholic James II became King of England

Considered a despot
Fears in England for the security of Protestantism

1688: Protestant Prince William of Orange (married to James’s daughter, Mary) is been
offered the crown (by the Parliament)
February 1689: William and Mary crowned as joint monarchs after accepting the Bill of
Rights (James II fled to France; Constitution)

This was bloodless in England, but not Ireland…

The Williamite-Jacobite War

March 1689: James II invades Ireland in the hope of reconquering the English thone from
there
Siege of Derry, broken in July 1689: the Jacobite armies were sieging the city of Derry, which
resisted for a very long time  Victory for William of Orange (champion of protestants; Billy
comes from William, the use of Billy is a sign of popular attachment of northern Irish
protestants to him)
12 July 1690: Battle of the Boyne: decisive victory for William’s army (today, still
‘celebrated’; most common iconographic subject)
October 1690: Treaty of Limerick was an attempt at pacifying the situation. Irish parliament
(protestants mostly) refused to ratify it.

Weaken the Catholics, guarantee Protestant’s position and safeguard the Crown

Penal Laws between 1695 and 1728: fear that the French would invade Ireland to use as a
steppingstone to invade England. Weaken the Catholic-Irish bc may support the French. It was not
only in Ireland, but that’s where it went the furthest.

Catholics officially excluded from representation in the Irish parliament and from
participation in government office

1.2.4. The Penal Laws and the Protestant
Ascendancy



Catholics barred from becoming lawyers or officers in the army or the navy
Catholic worship officially restricted
Intermarriages between Catholics and Protestants banned
Restrictions imposed on Catholics concerning the acquisition or the passing on of property (if
a Catholic died, his land wouldn’t be transferred to heirs in the same way)

Restrictions also concerned Non-conformist Protestants (e.g. Presbytarians ; didn’t belong to
Anglican church) and Penal Laws were never implemented fully and consistently throughout Ireland

=> Protestants had a superior political, economic and social status = “Protestant 

Ascendancy”

Moderation of the Penal Laws

1790s: agitation orchestrated by the Society of United Irishmen
In Ulster lead to discontent, fears among Protestant communities about their status, their
superiority compared to Catholics.

This discontent lead to violent sectarian confrontations

And creation of the Orange Order in 1795: organization, defense group to uphold
Protestantism as faith for protestant people, first of all in Ulster but also elsewhere. Non-
protestants couldn’t be part of Orange Order.

Remained important social structure that bring Protestant together (most of important political
leaders were in the Orange Order). (Orange  direct reference to William Orange)

1.2.5. The Rebellions of the late 18th
Century

1.2.6. The Act of Union of 1800



Law passed both by Westminster and Irish Parliament = marked the end of two separates
kingdoms, to mark the advent of a new entity (this is not the first one, there was in 1707 =
creation of United Kingdom of Great Britain)

end of the two distinct parliament
this made Ireland a full part of the British state

Act of Union passed for 3 main reasons: There were many criticism towards Irish Parliament, so
the idea was just to get rid of very unpopular institutions and so to:

1. Put an end to the rebellions of the late 18th C. and
2. To soothe Irish discontent  security of risk (1. & 2. Linked)
3. To reassure British politicians by bringing Ireland under closer control = much better for

economy and trade

On the contrary the Irish Parliament were initially not in favour.

However lot of corruption in the Irish Parliament. So Act of Union was passed through bribes (pot
de vin)

In the end, in 1800 the Irish Parliament voted for the Union for Great Britain, in 1801 became an
official reality on the 1rst of January = dissolution of the Irish Parliament. = Ireland represented in
Westminster just as part of the United Kingdom (MPs sitting in British Parliament and representing
a constituency)

When the Act of Union was debated, the religious and national affiliation were very different from
what it is today. Many Irish Catholics supported the Act of Union = considered that the repeal of
Penal Laws would come quickly following the Act of Union, that it would be easier to make this
voted and accepted. On the contrary, many members of the Protestants landed to aristocracy
because they feared loss of privilege and power for their community.

2. The Growth of Distinct
National Aspirations in 19th



To have access to jobs that have been impossible because of Penal laws.

Catholic emancipation, end of civil rights has been presented following the passage of Act of Union.

Lot of political agitation to become a reality.

Long campaign lead by Daniel O’Connell commemorated as one of the political father of the
Republic of Ireland (initially not a republic but fighting for rights for the Catholics / not in favour of
independence) With Daniel O’Connell Irish nationalism emerged in a moderate and constitutional
form = in favour of a repeal of Penal Laws and Catholics emancipation.

=> Roman Catholic Relief Act 1829 granted emancipation, voted in Westminster : Right to sit in
parliament, hold government offices, etc. O’Connell as the liberator

Penal Laws also targeted non-conformist Protestants

they also experienced emancipation in 1828?

Led many Irish people on the benefits of the Union. The Union had come to be seen as something

century Ireland
2.1 Irish nationalism in the early
19th century
2.1.1. The campaign for Catholic
Emancipation

2.1.2. The Campaign for the Repeal of the
Act of Union



positive. But after the success of the long campaign for Catholics emancipation, then campaign for
the repeal of the Act of Union, to obtain a new parliament separate of Westminster and imply full
representation of Irish Catholics.

Main effect: cause massive deaths and immigration out of Ireland 1 million people died of
starvation or other decease and 1 more million emigrated. Essentially fostered national Irish
aspirations among Catholics.

The Famine strengthened the mistrust of the Catholics majority population of Ireland for the
landlords. = sectarian distrusts

The Famine sustained the development of more radical nationalist movements:

Revolutionary movements started to emerge and gained influence rapidly Referred to
Fenians movements = Gaelic Irish term which means warriors, this term continued to be
used in recent period (pejorative or derogative implications, used by British people ->
Michael Collins film)

Young Ireland

Fenian Brotherhood

Irish Republican Brotherhood

Very important of nationalist imagery = representing famine remained century and half after
remains in a effective way fuelling anger and bringing together the nationalist community and
reinforcing us VS them mentality.

The famine was actually not so severe in Norther Ireland as it was in Ulster.

Contrary of the rest of Ireland, Ulster was highly industrialized which had an impact on the
economy.

2.1.3. The Great Irish Famine and the
Birth of the Fenians 1845 – 1851



Belfast has already started becoming industrial center for shipbuilding, engineering etc.
Emergence of the “Protestant working-class aristocracy”

Home Rule Movement, constitutional movement, which developed This notion of land reform
implied make the situation better for Catholics farmer. The movement was successful in terms of
obtain land but also alliance with the Liberals. For a rule to became a law, it has to go through the
House of Commons and the House of Lords (conservative), which made the passage of Liberals
laws very difficult

Numbers of Bills, 3 successives:

1. The First Home Rule Bill failed to pass in Westminster
2. The Second Home Rule Bill
3. Third Home Rule Bill introduced in 1912: alliance of Liberals and Irish

[...]

Militarization

Find a compromise

Home Rule Bill received Royal Assent on 18 sept. 1914

First World War had started on 4 Aug.

...

2.2 The Home Rule Movement
(1870-1912) and the Birth of
Political Ulster Unionism



Split among nationalists

Great War positioned also bounce between nationalists and unionists. Many Irishmen, both
nationalists and unionists decided to join Britain. One division of British army was called Irish
division made up of members of volunteer forces. They remained famous for part they played in
Battle of the Somme of some of the most bloody and terrible battles of ww1 (remain common in
unionist discours and imagery as a sign of the unionist loyalty to Britain).

Nationalists fighting:

cf PP

Most members of the Irish Parliamentary Party

The Irish Volunteers -> new name: National Volunteers

Nationalists refusing:

1905 small party: Sinn Fein -> essentially based on a pacifist platform, so nothing extraordinary in
the fact they wouldn’t join the war

3 Nationalists and Unionists
during the Great War
3.1 Fighting alongside Britain – or
not



Members of the Irish Republican Brotherhood (republican revolutionary movement) aimed at
obtaining complete independence from the UK and instore a Republic in Ireland -> ready to be
violent and use insurrection for that goal

Irish volunteers (militia 1930) -> they retained the name (minority!)

They moved away from their formal idea to shift towards the Feinist idea (Republic).

(SERIE NETFLIX : Rebellion)

It’s an event thant can only be understood in the context of the rise of an revolutionary spirit
among the nationalist Brotherhood and spread to the other circles. On Morning of Easter Monday
1016 (24 avril) a group of 1,600 Irish Volunteers started a rebellion by occupying a certain
numbers of building in the city. Among those the general Post Office was captured and there was a
proclamation of republic (cf PP)

British counter-offensive

25-29 April 1016 -> buildings recovered, general post office was shelled (???) to force them to
surrender. From 3-12 of May 1916 : rebels were tried by British military court -> executed for
trahison of arrested and jailed (Emon de Valera, Michael Collins)

Michael Collings, Extract One (01’34’’ – 06’23’’)

CF PP !

Point of view The Irish and the British are filmed very differently  more close ups and middle
shots of the Irish soldiers, the others tend to be seen from further away, back views  easier
to identify and side with the Irish

Color scheme -> use of sad tints (blue) to make us view the battle as a defeat Strongly marked
high angle when they are captured  make them look weak (=/= upward shot is used to magnify) –
or illustration of the notion of defeat = they have been down.

3.2 The Easter Rising



Clear discrepancy between the size and lethal character of the weapons on both side: canons for
the British (first that we see use the violence -> put them as the attacker) versus small gun for the
Irish -> tendency to side with the underdog + focus on the human person when Irish are filmed
while focus on the weapon for the British

Subjective shot : at the end when the guy is pointing his umbrella at Emon de Valera (seeing the
scene from Michael Collins perspective) + get to feel the brutal character of the executions
because of the subjective shot of the execution (+focus on the blood).

Music

When they’re captured, the music changes suddenly to a sad Irish song Dialogs: Irish sergeants
speak to each other (we identify him as an essential figure very soon, plus make it easier to
identify) whereas the British just yell at

Historical movie

Actors look like (very much the case), costumes/decors (general post office -middle shot of the
building = establishing shot), list of names (as a clue for the viewer), the caption (very often used
to reinforce the establishing shot in historical movie

De Valera’s interpretation of the events over the executions over shots of Michal collins reading it
or him writing it  emphasize on the historical aspect of the movie

How is the historical event represented?

…

Reactions 
Initially scant support among the Dublin population
Public seems to have been at best indifferent and often disapproving of it even among
nationalist (thinking it would make things worse and harder to move towards more
autonomy from the UK)
BUT Brutality of British response changed perception of the rebels  nationalist heroes
In Britain (totally different reaction): Nationalists increasingly seen as rebels, traitors…
Detrimental to the nationalist cause while in parallel unionist were seen as heroes bc
of great war  dual perception



Easter rising Murals are very common (cf PP) around eastern ex are being paint. General post
office in the background

Sinn Fein: we ourselves

Created in 1905, by Arthur Griffith
Initially a non-violent nationalist movement, in favour if total independence from Britain
(more radical than the Irish parliamentary party), but with a joint monarch for the UK and
Ireland (as head of state, weird but like Canada or Scottland)  limited support until…

Following the Easter Rising:

Eamon De Valera came closer to SF
Now in favour of the establishment of an independent Irish Republic (cf. SF’s manifesto for
the 1918 election) not the sharing of a head of state anymore
Abstentionist pledge (from the MPs)

The 1918 General Election

Major victory for Sinn Fein : 73 seats out of 105
Major defeat for the Irish Parliamentary Party: only 6 seats out of 105
Important transition for Irish nationalism, away from ???????

4. The Advent of
Republicanism
4.1. Sinn Fein’s victory in the
1918 election



MPs refused to seat in the Parliament… and created their own

-> Establishment of Dail Eirann : the irish parliament

BLABLA

Full government:

Various ministries, and even created a proper parallel judicial system
Feb 1919 Eamon de Valera, Prsdt of the Dail
Close links between the Dail and Irish Volunteers, renamed Irish Republican Army -led by
Michael Collins)

Also called the Irish War of Independence

Guerilla led by Collins’s Irish Republican Army
Primary target: the Royal Irish Constabulary (attacked on many occasions ; chose as primary
target bc play a important role in terms of gathering intelligence bc presents in a lot of rural
areas and able to find infos about suspicious republican activity  IRA needed to limit this)

More troops sent to Ireland: known for their brutality (often old british officers?)

Black and Tans
The Auxiliaries (Auxies)

4.2 The Establishment of the Irish
Republic 1919

4.3 The Anglo-Irish War (1919-
1921)



Michael Collins, Extract 2 (49’40 – 50)

Mock archival footage -> historic emphasize -> convincing the audience of the accuracy Very
smooth transition from the News real in sepia color to the movie

From far away -> look like weak powerless ants =/= formidable British soldiers Auxies, using
weapons magnified by the low angle shot / Shoulders tend to look larger -> stronger.

Spring 1921 : paradoxical situation

British gaining military ground
Yetlosing political support ….

Truce

Michael Collins, Griffith and ofther from the Dail

On the British side : liberal party coalition with the tories… So it really depended on the support of
the unionist more than the nationalist.

Only became effective in 1921. However it had already formally been edicted, had a legislative
existence and a de facto existence in the north thanks to a law which had been introduce

The government of Ireland Bill

Idea was to replace the dispositions of the Home Rule Bill, bc was no longer up to date. In Jan
1920, introduced in the House of Commons

5. Partitioning Ireland

5.1. The Government of Ireland
Act, 1920



Established 2 Parliements:

One in Dublin with control of certain affairs in Southern Ireland.
Another Parliament: based in Belfast, with limited authority on 6 counties.

=> This division of the Island had not much to do with Geography or History. 6 and 26 counties did
not correspond to the historical, geographical divisions. Traditionally, 4 regions : ulster, …

The idea was to allow for more solid protestant majority in the north (see numbers on the PP). But
not all of the 6 counties had a majority of protestant.

Strong opposition to the bill among Irish parliamentarians

Unionist MPs initialed opposed to the bill: wanted to have a 9-counties Ulster;
Sinn Fein members strongly opposed to the bill: Boycotting going to London, the
abstentionist stand was part of Sinn Fein agenda. Did not identify as MPs, they were in the
Dail organizing the resistance. Strongly opposed bc very far from the independence which
nationalists wanted.

Impact of the Act

No effect, Southern Ireland was already engaged in a war. It only gave them more justifications.
The government of Ireland Act quickly lead to the establishment of the Belfast Parliament and
other govt institutions in Northern Ireland. They functioned as provided in the Act until 1972. This
is the legislative birth of northern Ireland as a distinct region.

Negotiations leading up to the Anglo-Irish Traty :

Two main contested issues:
Partition
Allegiance to the British crown

5.2. The Anglo-Irish Treaty (6
december 1921)



Irish negotiators had to compromise on both issues:
IRA short of men and resources
British PM Lloyd George’s threat of “massive war”.

Dispositions of the Anglo-Irish Treaty

Established the Irish Free State, with greater political autonomy thant under the Government
of Ireland Act of 1920
Yet no independence: received the dominion status (oath of allegiance)
All 32 counties officially concerned, but opt-out right for the 6 counties of NI 

NI opted out of the Irish Free State on 7 december 1921
Boundary Commission established: asses the validity of the borders in NI, borders redrawn if
necessary.

Michael Collins said: “I may have signed my own death sentence” (and it is actually definitely
linked to the Anglo-irish Treaty.

The reason is: the treaty was very fiercely debated among nationalist, so divided them following
the signature of this treaty.

The dabte in the Dail in Jan 1922: a lot rejected the treaty. Mainly centred on the dominion status
and oath off allegiance.

Surprinsignly little attention to the Partition as being the main reason for opposing the treaty.

The Treaty was finally ratified by the Dail, but only by a slim margin of 64 to 57 1922.

Fought between Irish nationalist factions about the constitutional status of the Irish Free
State rather than partition (apparently that spared Ireland an even more bloody war)
Sectarian conflict in parts of Northern Ireland, esp Belfast 232 killed, 1,000 injured.
Paradoxically consolidated the existence of the northern province as a separate entity. 

The truce didn’t concern the north.

5.3. The Irish Civil War, 1922-1923



We saw that partition was caused by a variety of diff causes… Also had to do with the intensity of
unionist militantism, anxieties of unionist community… But partition was also the consequence of
a diversity in ulster (heritage of anglo-irish relations since long time), very strong cross-class unity
(Protestantism working as a very strong aggregator in Ulster, at least superficial).

Recognized the importance of those few years : decisive in consolidating the two competitive
ideas between nationalism and republicanism…

Great numbers on founding historical myths can be traced back to this few years. This period was
a particularly violent one. Very clearly documented in the Movie Michael Collins.

They don’t give the same view of the period : different sides on the civil war, and very different
film experience.

Michael Collins is a very classic biopic which tend to romanticize the eponymous character (so not
much of a criticism).

In the other movie : defend the socialist ideas, but also the violence…

Common points : if violence, it tend to start on the British side, or to be disproportionate in a way
that doesn’t seem legitimate.

Complet absence of Irish Unionist : no important irish character wants to remain with British There
is no unionist point of view in movies.

Reflect diverting projects , both of them with historical point of view… But only til a certain point.

Conclusion



Phrase widely assumed that have been pronounced by Unionist leader and PM of NI (1921-1940)
James Craig.

Two close statements :

“The Hon, Member must remember that in ….

…

Used in NI to make the region a protestant region, catholic were not only marginalized but also
discriminated against.

1920: Partition was introduced

1963: from this ate, this constitutional arrangements started to be strongly criticzed. Marked the
beginning of a new era.

Stormont:

Geographical term : area near Belfast wgere the Parliament buildings were erected in 1932
The Parliament of NI and the semi-autonomous government of NI

Lesson 2 : ‘A protestant
State for a Protestant
People’ : NI , 1920-1963

1. Stormont: Fifty Years of
Unionist Rule



The era of undivided Unionist Rule over NI between 1920 and 1972

How and why it was possible for the unionist to exercise a full control over the province for so
long? And analyze on the way it was governed?

The Government of Ireland Act of 1920:

Introduced local autonomy for Ulster, in spite of initial opposition by Ulster Unionists

Their view of the link: should be no difference with the rest of UK.

It was basically imposed. The Government of Ireland Act, was seen as desperate attempt to
maintain NI within the Union?

Rather a British desire for disengagement ….

Definition of the institutions blabla

Specific executive headed by a PM

Bicameral legislature (House of Commons, 52 Seats and a Senate designated through an indirect
election)

Separate juridiciary powers

Governor

Council of Ireland was supposed to combine NI and SI together. Idea that

Extensive legislative powers: very few reserved (=/= devolved) matters

Royal assent early always given to NI legislation

First NI general elections: May 1921

The Stormont emerges from NI general elections. With no surprise, unionist won this election,

1.1 Home Rule in Northern Ireland



40/52 seats.

James Craig, leader of the party, was the first PM of NI.

The distribution of power didn’t change much over the years : large majority to the Ulster Unionist
Party (UUP)

In-built Unionist character of the province

Other factors consolidated the solid Unionist majority in Stormont :

Timing of NI General Elections decided by PM ; it has been claimed that they were always
organized when the Union seemed at risk. So instead of positioning themselves on other topics,
they tended voted for thee UUP. It weakend a number of political parties.

The system used : initially election system was proportional system allowing the rpztation of small
parties BUT this was changed in 1929, and was replace by the first-past-the-post system

Other parties:

Nationalist were reluctant to appear to legitimize the institutions by fully endorcing the role of
opposition… Many nationalist didn’t feel that he would matter to go and vote, bc their
representatives wouldn’t exercise their role.

Parliament initially met in Belfast’s City Hall, then moved to the Presbyterian Church’s Assembly’s
College

1.2 Political stagnation

1.3 The Parliament Buildings:
Enshrining Unionism



New purpose-built Parliament Buildings:

Erected in the Stormont area, East of Belfast
Designed by Arnold Thornley
Inaugurated by the Prince of Wales (later crowned as Edward VIII) in 1932.

Stormont, Belfast, Parliament Buildings

Very classic…Number 6 everywhere as a reference to the 6 counties = NI  to make the partition
somtg stable, solid…

Statue of Edward Carson (one of the most vocal advocates or the Union between North and Britain
and spoke very strongly in favour of the unionist ; 1854-1935)
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Statue of Edward Carson (1854-1935): very divisive person

Erected in 1932
Formal inauguration with 40,000 people present
Inscription at the base of the statue: ‘Erected by the Loyalists of Ulster as an expression of
their love and admiration for the Right Hon. The Lord Carson of Duncairn’

Loyalists : used in a positive way by people who recognized themselves

Love and admiration : very strongly emotional connection to politic and to this particular topic

1.4 The Parliament Buildings:
Enshrining the Union
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The inauguration of this statue draw a lot of people  other sign to strong emotional identification

Analysis : represented dynamic, giving a speech  he xas a very good orator, a lawyer…

Looks like he is above the building = dominant position (due to the position of the picture, but still
it’s a very natural perspective when walking)

It’s a visual assession of the influence/domination of the Unionist politics other the institutions of
Northern Ireland. Another element makes it even more striking. This was erected in 1932 but the
guy died 3 years later. It super weird, because he was not dead yet. Reflect the lack of political
consensus and the political imbalance that characterize NI for decades.

This architecture together with the statue attended to project a solid confidence of unionists in
their institution and in the future of NI. The reality was rather distinctly different as there was a
constant feeling of insecurity.

Very strong aspect of political “psychology” and structures their reaction to new dvpts. It was
already quite strong before.

As we saw…

Government of Ireland Act, 1920: contained

Implicit idea that Ireland was bound to be reunited
Council of Ireland

Anglo-Irish Treaty, 1921:

Boundary Commission (would discuss the placing of the border) ; actually just made small
changes, but never really implemented

2. An Insecure Statelet

2.1. Constitutional uncertainty



Unionist campaign using motto ‘Not an Inch’ (opposed to it bc felt they would be
disadvantaged)

Devolved institutions: the very existence of NI as a separate institution, stays an act of 

Parliament

Stormont owed its permanence to the willingness of Westminster to maintain it (so can also
be undone by the same legislative authority)
Ireland Act, 1949: guaranteed that the consent of the devolved parliament would be
required before Northern Ireland could cease to be part of the UK.

Many unionists indeed perceived the SI as a threat.  Unionist fears of the South of Ireland: – The
Southern state openly rejected Partition – Role of the Catholic Church within the State: cf. Unionist
motto during the Home Rule campaign ‘No to Rome Rule’ (summed up the idea, ithin the whole
Ireland state they would be a important power from the Catholic Church  independence)

Selection of stamps, issued in the Republic in the 1950s

2.2. The Threat from the South



In order to see how the Republic of Ireland presented itself to the rest of the world, and how it was
viewed by its northern neighbors. The one from the right are stamps of value, not supposed to tpz
the state but lay emphasis on important cultural aspects

2.3. The Threat from within
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Function of a stamp:

Certifying the price has been payed for the service
Presidential figure, politic representation = expression of core national values / symbolical
rpzt° of the state
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Here:

Outline of the complete irish Ireland AND Blason showing the arms of the 4 Irish provinces
Irish language (eire)  non English
Value of the stamp is indicated in Irish money
Shamrock = national emblem
Middle age signs : Type of writing, The very use of a blazon = shield used in a middle age ;
the arches (semi-circular associated with celtic decorations), interlace pattern, floral pattern
in the back (filling I all the space available = characteristics’ of illumination cf Book of Kells,
ca 800).

-> Will to rpz the unity of Ireland (4 provinces, outline of the whole Ireland)

-> Celtic culture

1937: new constitution adopted by the Irish Dail:

Changed the name of the State into Eire
Laid claim to ‘the whole of Ireland, its islands and territorial seas’
Irish language became the official language language of the state
Nationalist cultural policy => Re-gaelicization of Ireland

1949: Ireland became a Republic

Left the Commonwealth

Madonna and child = catholic practices ; diff from protestant country. Actually, even in a
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catholic country, very often there wouldn’t be a stamp of a Madonna and child without it
being a reproduction of a famous painting (celebration of the painter BUT not the religion)
Here, it is the celebration of the marian cult. The special position of the catholic church was
recognized, but in effect, was also implied allowing the CC to have wide influence on the
republic (education, charity).

1937: new constitution adopted by the Irish Dail: ‘Special position’ of the Catholic Church
recognised.

=> Viewed by Ulster Unionists as a confirmation that Home Rule in the South had indeed become
synonymous with Rome Rule => Used as a justification for turning Northern Ireland into a
Protestant State

Catholic minority often seen as a disloyal ‘enemy within’ => Feeling of insecurity among Unionist
majority

Partly caused by widespread violence in the 1920s

1920-1922: IRA attacks on the border (refuses the authority)
1922: sectarian violence (primarily directed against catholic ; the strongest in Belfast)
Migration across the border

Tensions calmed down after 1925

New outburst of violence in 1935:

8 Protestants and 5 Catholics died in riots
400 Catholics and 60 Protestants evicted from their homes

1956: IRA launched its Border Campaign, but complained of lack of following.

Internal security arrangements taken from the 1920s:

The Special Powers Act, 1922 (in operation until 1972) aimed to give the security forces very

2.3. The Threat from Within



important powers of search, detention… Just for one year, but in effect until 1972. 
Allowed arrest without warrant
Allowed internment without trial
Allowed unlimited search powers
Gave civil authorities the prerogative to ban meetings and publications (no matter who
organized it = umbrella ban BUT but loyalist gathering ever targeted by this law)

These powers were widely targeted at the policing of the minority community  The law in
itself was not discriminatory per se, still its implementation defenetly was.

Two main bodies in charge of enforcing internal security:

The B’Specials : only one that survided after the mid 1920’s ; largely organized by military,
called out in time of emergency ; seen by most catholics as a sectarian militia and the
recruitment was based on the force from the Ulster Volunteers project  so very strong
antinationalist feeling
The Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) : required quota of catholics (interesting element of
pluralism, weird considering the lack usually) not really effective, bc always a large majority
of protestants. However, until the 1960, it was more tolerated by the catholic community
than the B’specials

Catholic population under the Stormont governement:

Overwhelmingly nationalist :
Essentially non rebellious until 1968 : but essentialy non rebellious subsjects ; overall very
strong lack of support for the IRA ; IRA was not viewed as a positive force behind which the
catholic community xould rally and recognized themselves 

Strong feeling of insecurity in Northern Ireland, BUT the province was not a violent
place during this era. The level of violence was law, but the feeling of insecurity and
the fear had consequences too (even though no actual violence).

Electoral discrimination

Abolition of proportional representation in favour of first-past-the-post system (two dominant
parties were more represented than the others, bc of the demographic gave a advantage)
Maintenance of the franchise and multiple business vote (only those who had some property,
better social position could have access to local elections  more big protestant businessman



that were granted multiple vote than catholics)
Gerrymandering => Catholics weighed far less than Protestants in Northern Ireland 

elections.

Employment discrimination

Catholics under-represented in the public sector 
Security services perceived as sectarian => Catholics discouraged from applying
Unionist-controlled local councils often excluded Catholics from jobs (cf. Cameron
Report, 1969)

Important discrimination in the private sector: 
Ex: shipbuilding industry: 95 per cent of Protestants (reflection of various skills,
differentiated access to training
Catholics suffered more than Protestants from the location of most industries in the
east of NI.

High unemployment, but better employment prospects for Protestants than Catholics:
Higher proportion of Catholics was unskilled
Catholic rates of unemployment higher even when comparing people with similar skills.

Discrimination in housing

Inequalities in the attribution of council housing (= subsidised housing ; administered by
local councils): 

In many towns, Protestants were disproportionately attributed council housing
Examples of single Protestants being offered new quality housing when Catholic
families had to remain in slums.
Housing generally bad compared to Britain, but Protestants had greater chances of
escaping slum conditions
Also a way of securing the Unionist character of certain districts.

=> All such discriminations were officially banned:

Discriminatory banned by the Government of Ireland Act
No discriminatory law proper was passed by Stormont



But discriminations were often encouraged by political discourse:

1933, Basil Brooke, Minister for Agriculture and later PM, reported to have advised loyalists
“to employ Protestant lads and lassies” on the ground that 97% of Catholics were disloyal
Cf. CAIN website: list of discriminatory remarks made by senior Northern Ireland politicians.

Most scholars today agree to say that discrimination agains catholic was widespread and was part
of the NI policy in the implementation. Notion of segregation

Segregation: most people in NI live in C or P neighbourhood/schools/clubs or 

association => complete

Two separate communities:

Protestant or Catholic neighbourhoods (ex: Shankill Road vs. Falls Road, Short Strand vs. rest
of East Belfast)
Denominational schools
Protestants or Catholic shops, clubs, associations
Social events often organised by the churches

=> A consequence of discriminatory practices

Also self-exclusion on the part of Catholics.

“Ulster Unionists, fearful of being isolated on the island, built a solid house, but
it was a cold house for Catholics.” - David Trimble (UUP Leader, joint Nobel
Peace Prize, 1998)

“


